Exercise as a Service
(EXaaS 360):

Comprehensive Service from One Source

EXaaS 360 is our solution for completely supporting military exercises, missions and police actions
involving land, naval and air forces, also in comprehensive and multinational scenarios. These
activities must now meet much more exacting requirements, making it vital to access a constantly
updated, common picture of the situation as it unfolds to serve as the basis for rapid decisions
and responses. A crucial role is played by seamless, efficient collaboration with armed forces, government organizations, NGOs and third parties.
CGI provides organizations and government agencies with a full range of services for supporting
missions and exercises. Right from the start, EXaaS 360 delivers seamless support that goes far beyond
what conventional IT services are capable of.
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The Modular Structure
of EXaaS 360:
Right for Every Challenge

EXaaS 360 is a complete solution, but individual modules are also available as appropriate to optimally
support a given deployment scenario and situation.
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A Proven Approach:
From a Dependable Partner

CGI has been working successfully with strategic partners for many years. For more than four decades,
we have also reliably served national and multinational organizations with defense, security and other
roles. We leverage our integrated, modular EXaaS 360 system to support clients throughout their entire
mission or exercise. Strategic management, information assurance, and quality control are ensured in
every phase.
• A dependable IT partner of the German armed forces for 25 years
• Collaborative support for binational armed forces within Germany since 2013
• Operational support for preparing multinational armed forces for a high-readiness NATO Headquarter
• Ongoing support for getting multinational force commands ready for missions
• Reorganization of IT and business processes and establishment of a secure network infrastructure
for the administration of a German state capital

Initialization

We provide ongoing strategic advice for making the most
of capabilities and key assets, for example as a multinational
force command in a joint and combined mission. We also
train your administrators to operate the requested systems and
applications, either on site or in our training center.

Definition

Implementation

Our modular EXaaS 360 approach makes it easy to assemble
the services and applications that are required to successfully lead a mission. We then provide the final preconfigured CIS
landscape reliably and on time.

We take care of transportation and setup to ensure timely
go-live of the modularized system according to your specifications. We also provide all requested auxiliary services such as a
service desk, information management or provision of complete
workplaces.

Follow-Up

After successfully implementing a CIS landscape, we meet all of
the prerequisites for its following reuse. This includes data backup,
data migration (also in a restricted data environment), exercise
evaluation, and management of the systems and components used.

Our EXaaS 360 Services:
Globally Available, Flexible and Scalable
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About CGI
With 72,500 professionals operating out of 400 offices across 40 countries, CGI responsibly supports clients
worldwide in achieving their goals. Since our establishment in 1976, our disciplined delivery approach has
achieved an industry-leading track record of on-time, on-budget projects. Over the last 10 years, our commitment has been consistently reflected in an average client satisfaction score of more than nine out of 10
possible points.
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